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Abstract

In recent years, publish-subscribe (pub-sub) sys-
tems based on XML document filtering have
received much attention. In a typical pub-
sub system, subscribed users specify their in-
terest in profiles expressed in the XPath lan-
guage, and each new content is matched against
the user profiles so that the content is deliv-
ered to only the interested subscribers. As the
number of subscribed users and their profiles
can grow very large, the scalability of the sys-
tem is critical to the success of pub-sub ser-
vices. In this paper, we propose a novel scal-
able filtering system called FiST (Filtering by
Sequencing Twigs) that transforms twig pat-
terns expressed in XPath and XML documents
into sequences using Prüfer’s method. As a
consequence, instead of matching linear paths
of twig patterns individually and merging the
matches during post-processing, FiST performs
holistic matching of twig patterns with incoming
documents. FiST organizes the sequences into a
dynamic hash based index for efficient filtering.
We demonstrate that our holistic matching ap-
proach yields lower filtering cost and good scal-
ability under various situations.
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1 Introduction

The publish-subscribe (pub-sub) systems play an impor-
tant role in e-commerce and Internet applications by en-
abling selective dissemination of information. In a typi-
cal pub-sub system, whenever new content is produced,
it is selectively delivered to interested subscribers. They
have enabled new services such as alerting and notifi-
cation services for users interested in knowing about the
latest products in the market, current affairs, stock price
changes etc. on a variety of devices like mobile phones,
PDAs and desktops. Such services necessitate the de-
velopment of software systems that enable scalable and
efficient matching of a large number of content against
millions of user subscriptions.

Today we come across e-commerce sites such as
Priceline.com and Hotwire.com that provide email no-
tifications to subscribers about price changes and hot
deals. A recent service by Google.com called Google
Alerts provides email updates to users regarding relevant
Google results. Users can choose to receive notifications
by selecting a topic and providing a list of search key-
words. Another interesting example is the stock quote
tracking service provided by Yahoo.com. There is a
growing use and demand for large-scale information dis-
semination systems.

The popularity of extensible markup language XML
as a standard for information exchange has triggered sev-
eral research efforts to build scalable XML filtering sys-
tems for information dissemination. In such a system,
user profiles are typically expressed in the XPath lan-
guage [4]. In this paper, we consider user profiles that
can be represented as twig patterns. These twig patterns
contain the child and descendant XPath axes. For ex-
ample, a path expression given in XPath syntax

book[author//name="John"]/title

qualifies XML documents by specifying a twig pattern
composed of four elements book, author, name and
title in an XML document, and a value-based selection
predicate name="John". In the filtering system, each in-
coming XML document is examined against user profiles
represented by XPath expressions. The XML document
is sent to users whose profiles are matched. One of the
key challenges in building such a system is to effectively
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organize a large number of profiles in order to minimize
the filtering cost and achieve good scalability.

It should be noted that the XML filtering problem
is different from the problem of finding all occurrences
of a twig pattern in an XML document. This is due
to the reversal in the roles of twig patterns and XML
documents. Essentially, the filtering problem that we
address in this paper is stated as follows.

Given a set of XPath expressions, identify those
XPath expressions that appear in a given XML
document.

XFilter [1] was one of the early work in XML filtering.
XFilter handles simple XPath expressions by transform-
ing each path expression into a single finite state ma-
chine. Subsequently, the YFilter system [19] was pro-
posed that focused on shared path matching to improve
the scalability of the filtering system. YFilter constructs
a single non-deterministic finite automaton (NFA) for
all the XPath expressions. YFilter supports twig pat-
terns by first matching individual linear paths from root-
to-leaf and then by performing post-processing to iden-
tify matching twig patterns. Consider a nested XPath
expression book[author//name]/title. YFilter splits
the pattern and indexes two linear path expressions in
its NFA, namely book/title and book/author//name.
The individual linear path matches are used during post-
processing to identify twig pattern matches.

In this paper, we propose a novel filtering system
called FiST (Filtering by Sequencing Twigs) that per-
forms holistic matching of twig patterns with each in-
coming XML document. The matching is holistic since
FiST does not break a twig pattern into root-to-leaf
paths. Rather the twig pattern is matched as a whole
due to sequence transformation. Our system focuses on
ordered twig pattern matching, which is essential for ap-
plications where the nodes in a twig pattern follow the
document order in XML. For example, an XML data
model was proposed by Bow et al. for representing in-
terlinear text for linguistic applications, which is used
to demonstrate various linguistic principles in different
languages [7]. Bow’s XML model provides a four-level hi-
erarchical representation for the interlinear text, namely,
text level, phrase level, word level and morpheme level.
For the purpose of linguistic analysis, it is essential to
preserve linear order between the words in the text [18].
Thus, there is a compelling need for ordered twig pat-
tern matching. In addition to interlinear text, language
treebanks have been widely used in computational lin-
guistics. Treebanks capture syntactic structure of text
data and provide a hierarchical representation of text by
breaking them into syntactic units such as noun clauses,
verbs, adjectives and so on. A recent paper by Müller et
al. used ordered pattern matching over treebanks for
question answering systems [15].

Our FiST system matches twig patterns holistically
using the idea of encoding XML documents and twig
patterns into Prüfer sequences [17]. The Prüfer’s method
constructs a one-to-one correspondence between labeled
trees and sequences. (Refer to Section 3). It was shown
in the PRIX system [17] that the above encoding sup-
ports ordered twig pattern matching efficiently. A collec-
tion of sequences for twig patterns are organized into a
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Figure 1: A sample XML document
dynamic hash based index for efficient filtering. Our fil-
tering algorithm involves two phases: Progressive Subse-
quence Matching and Refinement for Branch Node Ver-
ification. While the first phase identifies a superset of
twig patterns that potentially match an incoming doc-
ument, the second phase discards false matches by per-
forming post-processing for branch nodes in the twig pat-
terns. Our extensive experimental study shows that the
holistic matching approach enables FiST to outperform
the state-of-the-art YFilter system by achieving better
scalability under various situations.

The key contributions of our work are summarized as
follows.

• We have developed a new filtering system called
FiST that supports the holistic matching of twig
patterns against incoming XML documents. The
matching is holistic since the twig pattern is
matched as a whole rather than matching individual
linear paths from root-to-leaf first.

• Our filtering algorithm involves a novel progressive
subsequence matching phase followed by a refine-
ment phase for branch node verification. This two-
phase processing guarantees that matching by FiST
is free of false positives and false negatives.

• By using a single runtime stack, the subsequence
matching phase is optimized by avoiding redundant
accesses to the hash index. The stack enables the
testing of parent-child and ancestor-descendant re-
lationships and limits the search space during the
subsequence matching.

• The FiST system provides ordered twig matching
for applications that require the nodes in a twig pat-
tern to follow document order in XML.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 provides the background and motivations of
our work. We present the overview of the FiST system
in Section 3. In Section 4 we describe the core algorithms
and optimizations in FiST. Section 5 discusses our ex-
perimental results. A survey of related work is presented
in Section 6. We conclude our work in Section 7.

2 Background and Motivations

XML documents can be modeled as ordered labeled
trees. For example, the XML document in Figure 1(a)
can be represented as an ordered labeled tree as shown
in Figure 1(b). Each node in a tree corresponds to an
element or a value. Values are represented by charac-
ter data (CDATA, PCDATA) and appear at the leaf nodes.
The tree edges represent a relationship between two ele-
ments or between an element and a value. Each element
can have a list of (attribute, value) pairs associated with
it. In this paper, attributes are treated the same way
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as elements. Hence, no special distinction will be made
between elements and attributes in the subsequent dis-
cussions. In the following sections, we will overview the
key ideas of XFilter and YFilter, and provide motiva-
tions for our work.

XFilter and YFilter

The XFilter system maps each location path expres-
sion into a finite state machine (FSM). The collection
of FSMs are indexed to support efficient filtering. YFil-
ter system builds on XFilter and relies on shared path
matching to improve the scalability of the filtering sys-
tem. YFilter constructs a single non-deterministic finite
automaton (NFA) for all the path expressions. YFilter
supports incremental construction and maintenance. In
addition, YFilter supports value-based predicates in the
path expressions. YFilter handles twig patterns by de-
composing them into individual linear paths and then
performing post-processing over linear path matches.
Path sharing is also exploited for twig queries.

Our Motivations

None of the previous work on XML filtering supports
holistic matching of twig patterns against incoming XML
document. In addition, no previous work has addressed
ordered matching of twig patterns, which is needed in ap-
plications where the order of the nodes in the twig pat-
terns should follow the document order in XML. These
shortcomings have motivated us to build a filtering sys-
tem that supports holistic matching of twig patterns
with inherent support for ordered pattern matching.

3 The FiST System

In this section, we present the key ideas of the FiST
system. We first formulate the filtering problem that
we address in this paper. We then provide an architec-
tural overview of the FiST system and briefly describe its
core components. Finally, we explain the construction of
Prüfer sequences for labeled trees.

3.1 XML Document Filtering

The filtering problem is different from the task of finding
all occurrences of a twig pattern in an XML database.
In traditional XML indexing and query processing,
XML documents are indexed to quickly find all occur-
rences of a twig pattern (e.g., XISS [13], TwigStack [6],
PRIX [17]). However, in XML filtering, the role of twig
patterns and documents are reversed. It is the twig
patterns that are indexed in order to quickly determine
whether those twigs appear in the input document to be
filtered. Formally the problem of XML document filter-
ing can be stated as follows.

Given a set Q of twig patterns and an XML
document D, find the subset Q

′

⊆ Q such that
every q ∈ Q

′

has a match in D.

In this paper, we focus on ordered matches, where the
ordering of twig pattern nodes should match the docu-
ment order.

+
Filtering
Algorithm

XPath parser SAX parser

XML

Matching

XPath Twig
 patterns

(User profiles)

Send
filtered

Users

Document

 document

Filtering engine

Sequence Index

Profile Sequences

Sequences
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Sequence
Prufer

user profiles

Figure 2: Architecture Overview

3.2 Architectural Overview

In this section, we shall describe the core components
of the FiST system. Figure 2 shows an architectural
overview. The core filtering engine is shown in a dotted
box.

User profiles expressed in XPath are parsed using an
XPath parser and converted into Prüfer sequences. We
defer the description of Prüfer sequence construction to
Section 3.3. User profiles can be updated during the exe-
cution of the filtering engine. The collection of sequences
are stored in a hash based dynamic index called Sequence
Index. For each sequence an auxiliary list called Profile
Sequence is maintained. The Sequence Index and a col-
lection of Profile Sequences make up the core data struc-
tures of our filtering engine. We will delve into the details
pertaining to the index construction and maintenance in
Section 4.

Incoming XML documents that need to be filtered are
first parsed using a SAX parser [14]. The SAX parser
generates a start tag event for each opening tag of an
element and an end tag event for each closing tag of an
element. The filtering engine progressively constructs
the Prüfer sequence representation of the document and
performs certain operations on these events. With this
high level overview of the FiST system, we shall move
on to explain the Prüfer sequence construction.

3.3 Prüfer Sequences for Labeled Trees
Prüfer (1918) proposed a method that constructed a
one-to-one correspondence between a labeled tree and
a sequence by removing nodes from the tree one at a
time [12]. The algorithm to construct a sequence from
tree Tn with n nodes labeled from 1 to n works as follows.
From Tn, delete a leaf with the smallest label to form a
smaller tree Tn−1. Let a1 denote the label of the node
that was the parent of the deleted node. Repeat this pro-
cess on Tn−1 to determine a2 (the parent of the next node
to be deleted), and continue until only two nodes joined
by an edge are left. The sequence (a1, a2, a3, ..., an−2)
is called the Prüfer sequence of tree Tn. From the se-
quence (a1, a2, a3, ..., an−2), the original tree Tn can be
reconstructed. The length of the Prüfer sequence of tree
Tn is n− 2. Similar to the PRIX system, we construct a
Prüfer sequence of length n− 1 for Tn by continuing the
deletion of nodes till only one node is left.

The labeled Prüfer sequence (LPS) of an XML doc-
ument tree is obtained by replacing the node numbers
in the sequence with XML tags [17]. Extended Prüfer
sequences can be constructed by extending leaf nodes
of the document tree with dummy child nodes. As re-
sult, the leaf node labels of the original tree appear in
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Twig Pattern Q1: /A[B//D]//E[G]/F  
LPS(Q1) = D B A G E F E A

E

A

G F

B

D

Figure 3: Twig Pattern to Sequence Conversion

the LPS. The following example illustrates the sequence
representation for an XML document tree.

Example 1 Consider the XML document tree in Fig-
ure 1(b). The nodes of the tree are labeled in postorder.
The Prüfer sequence of the tree using the node numbers
is 2 5 4 5 13 7 12 9 12 11 12 13. The LPS of this tree is
D B E B A G E F E F E A. By extending the leaf nodes
of the document tree with dummy child nodes v1 through
v5, the extended LPS can be constructed and is v1 D B
v2 E B A v3 G E v4 F E v5 F E A.

4 Index Structure and Filtering Algo-
rithm

With a high level overview of our system, we shall now
describe the index structure and the filtering algorithm
of FiST. Subsequently, we will present a few optimiza-
tions to speed-up the filtering process. In the following
sections, we will use the terms “user profiles” and “twig
patterns” interchangeably.

4.1 Transforming User Profiles into Sequences
In the FiST system, user profiles expressed as XPath
expressions are transformed into Prüfer sequences. The
twig patterns we deal with have either parent-child rela-
tionship (‘/’) or ancestor-descendant (‘//’) relationship
between two nodes. In this section, we shall describe
the method to map twig patterns into sequences. For
simplicity let us first consider patterns without wildcard
‘*’. Later in Section 4.4, we will describe how ‘*’ can be
handled.

A twig pattern is first mapped to a tree structure by
treating the nodes in the pattern as tree nodes. Both
‘/’ and ‘//’ in the pattern are treated as regular tree
edges. Note that in this paper, we focus on ordered
twig pattern matching. For example, consider the tree
representation of the pattern Q1 in Figure 3. The ex-
tended LPS of Q1 is D B A G E F E A. For each user
profile, in addition to the LPS, additional information
like the relationships between the nodes (parent-child or
ancestor-descendant) and branch node information are
stored. This auxiliary list is called the Profile Sequence.
Each profile sequence is represented by an ordered list of
nodes. For a parent-child (or ancestor-descendant) pair
of nodes in the twig pattern, this relationship informa-
tion is stored in the profile sequence node corresponding
to the child (or descendant). Each node in the profile
sequence has four attributes namely Label, Qid, Pos,
and Sym. These attributes are summarized in Table 1.
The attribute Label stores the Prüfer sequence label,
Qid contains an unique identifier, Pos denotes the posi-
tion of the node in the profile sequence, and Sym stores
a combination of values listed in Table 2. Given a node
q in the profile sequence, the four attributes are denoted
by qLabel, qQid, qPos and qSym respectively.

Attribute Description

Label A Prüfer sequence label
Qid An unique sequence identifier
Pos An integer that describes the

location of this sequence node
in the profile sequence

Sym A set of values that describe the
type of sequence node

Table 1: Node Information

Value Description

‘/’ A parent-child relationship
‘//’ An ancestor-descendant relationship
‘$’ A branch node
‘#’ The root node in the profile sequence

Table 2: Symbol Values

Example 2 Figure 4(a) shows two profile sequences for
the twig patterns Q1 and Q2 where LPS’s are D B A G E
F E A and E B C B respectively. So there are eight nodes
in the profile sequence of Q1 and four nodes in that Q2.
The relationships are stored in the Sym attribute of each
node in a profile sequence. For example in the profile
sequence of Q1, the Sym attribute of node D has the
value ‘//’ because the first node D and the second node B
have an ancestor-descendant relationship in Q1. Q1 has
two branch nodes A and B which have two child nodes
each. Hence the third, fifth, seventh and eighth nodes in
the profile sequence of Q1 have $ in their Sym attribute.
Note that some branch nodes have two symbol values at
the same time. For example, in the profile sequence of
Q1, the seventh node with Label E has and ancestor-
descendant relationship with the eighth node representing
node A in Q1. Hence its Sym attribute has values ‘$’
and ‘//’. The last node in the profile sequence always
corresponds to the root of the twig pattern. We call this
node as the root node of the profile sequence. The Sym
attribute of this node has value ‘#’.

4.2 Indexing User Profiles

Given a large number of user profiles that need to be
matched against incoming XML documents, it is natural
that a good indexing strategy should be developed for
efficient filtering. In this section, we propose an index
structure to store the profile sequences.

Conceptually, the first phase of the filtering algorithm
in FiST involves subsequence matching between the pro-
files sequences and the input document sequence in order
to compute the superset of the twig patterns that match
the input document. The following theorem states the
relationship between the sequence representation of a
twig pattern and an XML document.

Theorem 1 ([17]) If tree Q is a subgraph of tree T,
then LPS(Q) is a subsequence of LPS(T).

The nodes in a profile sequence can be mapped to a
state machine. (See Figure 4(c).) This figure is a simpli-
fied illustration since the actual state machine has more
transitions and is not shown here for the purpose of clar-
ity. As new tags in the input document are parsed, the
state machine undergoes appropriate transitions. If the
state machine reaches the final state, the profile sequence
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Q1 : /A[B//D]//E[G]/F      LPS(Q1) = D B A G E F E A
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Figure 4: Profile Sequence, Sequence Index and State
Machine

has a subsequence match in the document sequence. For
efficient filtering, however, it is desired to perform sub-
sequence matching on all the profile sequences simulta-
neously. To do so, we maintain a dynamic hash-based
index called the Sequence Index.

Example 3 A Sequence Index is shown in Figure 4(b).
The XML tags are used as keys in the hash table. For
each key, the value is a list of nodes from the profile se-
quences. At the start of filtering, the first nodes of the
profile sequences are added to the hash index. As new
Prüfer sequence labels of the input XML documents are
obtained, state transitions take place and the nodes are
added to the hash table. It can be observed that the Se-
quence Index contains the first node of profile sequences
for patterns Q1 and Q2 for hash keys D and E respec-
tively.

4.3 Filtering Algorithm
In this section we will describe our filtering algorithm
that involves progressive subsequence matching followed
by a refinement phase for branch node verification. Theo-
rem 1 is a necessary but not a sufficient condition. In the
subsequence matching phase, our filtering algorithm per-
forms additional tests to eliminate most false matches.
For a given a profile sequence node q, the nature of the
test depends on the value of qSym. To facilitate these
tests, a runtime global stack is maintained by our filter-
ing algorithm that stores the tags along the path from
the current tag being processed to the root of the doc-
ument. The elements are pushed to and popped from
the global stack in document traversal order. Note that
the maximum depth of the stack is no more than the
maximum height of the incoming documents.

4.3.1 Progressive Subsequence Matching
It is essential that we find the subsequence matches si-
multaneously for all the twig sequences in a scalable
manner. We call the subsequence matching progres-
sive, because we generate the sequence representation
of the document incrementally and find those profile
sequences that are subsequences in steps. The LPS of
an XML document is constructed incrementally by ex-
amining the run time global stack as the document is
being parsed. In the FiST system, a SAX parser is
used to parse input XML documents. A few modifi-
cations need to be made to the StartTagHandler and
EndTagHandler procedures of the SAX parser to accom-
modate our filtering algorithm. Algorithm 1 shows the

C F F
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GED
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XML document tree T
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LPS(T): DB EBA CBA GE FE FEA

C F F
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GED
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XML document tree T

Stack

LPS(T): DB EBA CBA GE FE FEA

(a) EndTagHandler of D (b) EndTagHandler of E

Figure 5: Generation of LPS(T)

StartTagHandler and the EndTagHandler procedures.
When the StartTagHandler is invoked with a tag name,
the tag name is pushed onto the stack as shown in Line 1.
When the EndTagHandler is invoked, the element tag is
checked if it is a leaf node in the document in order
to generate an extended LPS (Line 2). If the tag is a
leaf node, the top element of the stack is used as the
next Prüfer sequence label and the filtering procedure
(FindSubsequence(·)) is invoked (Line 3). Whether the
tag is a leaf or not, the top element is popped from the
stack and the new top element is used as the next Prüfer
sequence label (Line 4). The filtering procedure is again
invoked (Line 5).

Algorithm 1: SAX Handlers

stack S; /* a runtime global stack */
procedure StartTagHandler(tag)
1: S.push(tag)
end

procedure EndTagHandler(tag)
/* for extended Prüfer sequence */

2: if tag is a leaf node then
3: FindSubsequence (S.top());

end
4: S.pop();
5: FindSubsequence (S.top());
end

Example 4 We illustrate the construction of the LPS of
the XML document tree T as shown in Figure 5. For this
document LPS(T) is DBEBACBAGEFEFEA. When the
StartTagHandler(·) of an element is invoked, the element
is pushed onto the stack. When the EndTagHandler(·)
of D is invoked, the state of the stack is shown in Fig-
ure 5(a). Element D is a leaf node in T. So the top
element in the stack represents the 1st label of LPS(T).
The top element D is then popped from the stack. As a
result, the new top element B in the stack represents the
2nd label of LPS(T). Note that element B is still kept in
the stack after it is used. When the EndTagHandler(·)
of E (child of B) is called, the state of the stack is shown
in Figure 5(b). E is also a leaf node in T. Hence the
top element E in the stack represents the the 3rd label of
LPS(T). Then, the top element of the stack is popped.
After this, the new top element B in the stack repre-
sent the 4th label of LPS(T). Subsequently when the End-
TagHandler of B is invoked, B and A are the two ele-
ments in the stack. Since element B is not a leaf node in
the XML document tree T, the top element in the stack is
popped. The new top element A in the stack represents
the 5th label of LPS(T). The above process is repeated
till the EndTagHandler of the root element (i.e., A) is
invoked.

Each time the EndTagHandler(·) is invoked, the top
element of the stack indicates the ith element of the LPS
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of the document. Our filtering algorithm uses the Se-
quence Index to find matching subsequence simultane-
ously for all the profile sequences. As a result, the doc-
ument and its LPS are scanned only once. Hence it is
suffice to generate the LPS incrementally by accessing
the global stack without actually storing the entire se-
quence.

Algorithm 2: Progressive Subsequence Matching

Input: {L} - L is a Prüfer sequence label;

procedure FindSubsequence(L)
1: CurrentList ← SequenceIndex[L];
2: foreach SequenceNode q in CurrentList do
3: test← false;
4: foreach value v in qSym do
5: switch v do

/* Parent-Child or Ancestor-Descendant
relationship */

6: case ‘/’ or ‘//’:
7: if doSimpleStackTest (q, v) =

true then test← true;
/* Branch node */

8: case ‘$’: doBranch (q);
/* Root node of twig pattern */

9: case ‘#’:
BranchNodeVerification (qQid);

end
end

10: if ((qSym = ‘/’ or qSym = ‘//’) and (test = true))
or (qSym = ‘$’) then

11: q
′

← NextNode(q);

12: copy q
′

to Sequence Index using key q
′

Label;

end
end

end

During subsequence matching, FiST performs addi-
tional tests to eliminate most false matches by using a
runtime stack. In essence, transitions occur in a state
machine (e.g., Figure 4(c)) when both the tag name
is matched and the stack test succeeds. The runtime
stack has three main benefits during filtering namely
(a) for testing parent-child and ancestor-descendant re-
lationships, (b) for avoiding frequent node copying into
the hash index, and (c) for pruning subsequences by
limiting the range of subsequence matching. The core
operations during filtering are shown in Algorithm 2.
The procedure FindSubsequence(·) is invoked from the
EndTagHandler(·). Using the label L as the key, the Se-
quence Index is searched to obtain the list of nodes to
be tested (Line 1). For each node q in the list, an appro-
priate action is taken depending on the values in qSym

(Lines 6-9). Note that since qSym is a list of values, we
iterate through each value in Line 4.

Processing Parent-Child and Ancestor-
Descendant Relationships

The runtime stack will be used for testing parent-child
and ancestor-descendant relationships between nodes
in the input document that match the nodes in the
profile sequences. Let us refer to these two tests
as TestPC(·) (parent-child) and TestAD(·) (ancestor-
descendant). These tests will differ in the extent to
which the stack is checked. Consider two nodes q and

q
′

= NextNode(q) in a profile sequence. TestPC(q, q
′

)

is successful, if q
′

Label is immediately below qLabel in
the stack. On the other hand, TestAD(q) is success-

ful, if q
′

Label occurs somewhere below qLabel in the stack.
Whenever such a test is successful, the state machine
moves to the next state.

For example, in Figure 6, when the EndTagHandler
of E is called, the state of the stack is shown on the left.
The jth element in the profile sequence for Qi matches
the top of the stack. Since the symbol value of the jth

element is ’//’, we apply TestAD(Qi,j, Qi,j+1). Since el-
ement C is two elements below E in the stack, TestAD(·)
is successful. This means that the ancestor-descendant
relationship between nodes Qi,j+1 and Qi,j in the twig
pattern in Figure 6 is satisfied in the document T. Next
we attempt to match Qi,j+1. Element C in the stack
matches Qi,j+1. Besides, element B is one element be-
low C in the stack. This means that the parent-child
relationship between nodes Qi,j+2 and Qi,j+1 is satis-
fied in the document T, that is, TestPC(·) is success-
ful. Note the procedure doSimpleStackTest(·) is called
from FindSubsequence(·) to perform the above opera-
tions (Line 6).
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Figure 6: Benefits of Runtime Global Stack

Algorithm 3: Simple Stack Checking

Input: q is a node in the profile sequence;
v is a value in the Sym attribute of q

procedure doSimpleStackTest(q, v)

1: q
′

← NextNode(q);

2: if (v = ‘/’ and TestPC(q, q
′

) is successful) OR

(v = ‘//’ and TestAD(q, q
′

) is successful) then
3: return true;
4: else return false;

Note that the twig pattern in Figure 6 can match
anywhere in the incoming document. However if node
B was required to match the root of the document (‘/’),
then the runtime stack is checked to determine if B is
the only element in the stack. If so, then this implies
that node B in the twig pattern matches the document
root.

Avoiding Frequent Node Copy to Sequence Index

Let us again consider the example in Figure 6. Based on
Algorithm 1, FindSubsequence(·) is invoked each time
the EndTagHandler is called. In the example, when the
EndTagHandler for leaf E is called, the set of elements
in the stack represent a segment of the LPS(T), i.e., E D
C B A. Note that the node A is a branch node. A naive
way is to invoke FindSubsequence(·) once for each of
E D C B A in order using Algorithm 1. This requires
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copying the next node of a profile sequence to the Se-
quence Index each time FindSubsequence(·) matches a
node in the profile sequence. However, since the runtime
stack stores a segment of the LPS till the branch node
A, we can use it as a look-ahead buffer. Thus instead of
performing doSimpleStackTest(·) for each tag, a recur-
sive stack check can be performed thereby eliminating
the copying of nodes in the profile sequence up to the
branch node. This process is shown in Algorithm 4.

A modification to Algorithm 2 is done by
replacing the procedure doSimpleStackTest with
doRecursiveStackTest on Line 6 and by omitting
Lines 10 through 12. In Algorithm 4, on a successful
stack test (Line 2), the next node of q in the profile se-

quence, i.e., q
′

is used for subsequence matching by per-
forming tests similar to Algorithm 2. Thus our algorithm
tries aggressively to find subsequence matches up to the
branch node. On success, the next node of the branch
node is copied to the Sequence Index. In essence, we have
effectively skipped copying nodes up to the branch node
in the twig pattern. Note that in Algorithm 4, if a branch
node in the profile sequence has a ‘/’ or ‘//’ relationship
with the next node, then the subsequence matching con-
tinues by invoking doRecursiveStackTest(·).

Algorithm 4: Recursive Stack Checking to Avoid
Node Copying

Input: q is a node in the profile sequence;
v is a value in the Sym attribute of q

procedure doRecursiveStackTest(q, v)

1: q
′

← NextNode(q);

2: if (v = ‘/’ and TestPC(q, q
′

) is successful) OR

(v = ‘//’ and TestAD(q, q
′

) is successful) then

3: foreach value v
′

in q
′

Sym do

4: switch v
′

do
5: case ‘/’ or ‘//’:

doRecursiveStackTest (q
′

, v
′

);

6: case ‘$’: doBranch (q
′

);
7: case ‘#’:

BranchNodeVerification (q
′

Qid);

end
end

8: if qSym = ‘$’ then

9: copy q
′

into Sequence Index using key q
′

Label;

end
end

Limiting the Range of Subsequence Matching

Another important benefit of the runtime stack is that
we can limit the range of the document sequence for sub-
sequence matching. Consider an XML document T and a
twig pattern Qi in Figure 6. For document T, LPS(T) =
. . . E B C B A . . .C B A . . . For twig pattern Qi, LPS(Qi)
= . . . E C B . . . LPS(T) has two subsequence instances
that match ‘E C B’. (They are underlined in Figure 6.)
In the XML document, the second element C (leaf node
in T) and its parent, i.e., B, do not have any relation-
ship with element E. When the Prüfer sequence label E
of LPS(T) is generated, there is only one C and B in a
global stack. Thus our filtering algorithm finds only one

instance of subsequence ‘E C B’ using the elements in the
stack. As a result, the stack provides pruning capability
by avoiding the computation of matching subsequences
that do not represent true matches.

Below we illustrate the execution of our filtering al-
gorithm with an XML document T in Figure 7(a) and
twig patterns Q1, Q2 and Q3 in Figure 7(b). The nodes
Q1,1, Q2,1, and Q3,1 are initially stored in the Sequence
Index shown in Figure 7(c). This figure also shows the
changes to the Sequence Index during the filtering pro-
cess. In this example, we will illustrate the use of stack
tests for parent-child and ancestor-descendant relation-
ships. The branch detection techniques are deferred until
Section 4.3.2.

Example 5 When FindSubsequence(D) is invoked,
the state of the runtime stack is shown in Figure 7(a).
The node list in the Sequence Index for key D is first
processed. Currently two nodes Q1,1 and Q2,1 qualify.
First, let us consider Q1,1. The next node for Q1,1 is
Q1,2. The progressive subsequence matching phase suc-
ceeds since Q1,2Label

= B, Q1,1Sym
= ‘//′, and B is

one element below D, the stack test is successful (i.e.,
TestPC(·)). Now doRecursiveStackTest(Q1,2, ‘/

′) is
invoked (Line 5 in Algorithm 4). The next node for
Q1,2 is Q1,3. Because the label A is one element be-
low the label B in the stack, the stack test is successful
again. Q1,3 is a branch node, so the next node Q1,4 is
added to the Sequence Index using hash key G. Thus we
have matched nodes Q1,1 through Q1,3. Here we can skip
copying the Q1,2 and Q1,3 into a Sequence Index. Next,
let us consider Q2,1. The next node for Q2,1 is Q2,2.
A stack test for Q2,1 is successful and Q2,2 is matched.
Then doRecursiveStackTest(Q2,2, ‘/

′) is called but a
stack test for Q2,2 is unsuccessful since C is not present
in the stack. In this case, no node copying is done, and
the Q2,1 remains in the Sequence Index as shown in Fig-
ure 7(c).

Next, when FindSubsequence(B) is invoked, there
are no nodes in the Sequence Index for hash key B.
Hence nothing is done. Then, FindSubsequence(E) is
invoked, Q3,1 passes the stack check and Q3,2 is matched.
Because Q3,2 is a branch node, the next node Q3,3 is
copied to the Sequence Index using hash key C. Next
FindSubsequence(B) is invoked again, there are no
nodes in the Sequence Index for hash key B. Hence noth-
ing is done. When FindSubsequence(C) is invoked, the
global stack at this instant has elements C, B, and A in
it. Only node Q3,3 is active in the Sequence Index for
hash key C. Since Q3,3Sym

= ‘/′ and label B is below the
label C in the runtime stack, we have matched the next
node Q3,4 which a branch node and a root node.

4.3.2 Branch Node Processing

It was shown that filtering by subsequence matching
alone can lead to false matches [17]. To eliminate such
false matches in FiST, we have developed refinement
techniques to test the connectedness property for branch
nodes in twig patterns. In this section, we begin with an
example to motivate the need for special branch node
processing to support the refinement phase. The refine-
ment phase will be described in Section 4.3.3. For
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Figure 7: Progressive Subsequence Matching

convenience, assume that the nodes in each XML docu-
ment tree are numbered in preorder. 1 Annotating the
elements in an XML document with the preorder num-
bers is straightforward during SAX parsing. A counter
can be maintained and incremented on every call to the
StartTagHandler. The counter value is then assigned
to the tag being processed.

Example 6 Consider the example in Figure 7. The
XML document tree T is numbered in preorder (see Fig-
ure 7(a)). Figure 7(b) shows two twig patterns Q1 and
Q3. For document tree T, LPS(T) = D B E B A C B A
G E F E F E A. For twig pattern Q1, LPS(Q1) = D B A
G E F E A and for Q3, LPS(Q3) = E B C B. LPS(Q1)
is a subsequence of LPS(T) and LPS(Q3) is also a sub-
sequence of LPS(T). Both twig patterns Q1 and Q3 are
candidates that could be possible matches in T. However,
Q3 is not a true match since there is no node B in T that
has both E and C as child nodes. Thus Q3 matches two
different B nodes in T, i.e., (B,2) and (B,5). In order
to eliminate such false matches, it is essential to ensure
that the B nodes that were matched during subsequence
matching represent one and the same node in T.

On the other hand, two E nodes of LPS(Q1) matched
two E nodes in LPS(T) that represent one and the same
node in T, i.e., (E,7). And two A nodes of LPS(Q1)
matched two A nodes in LPS(T) that represent one and
the same node in T, i.e., (A,1). Note that Q1 has a
match in T.

FiST performs special processing for branch nodes in
the profile sequences in order to facilitate the refinement
phase to discard false matches. Thus the main role of
a branch node processing is to store the information of
matched tag in the input XML document. This informa-
tion is used in the refinement phase to check the connect-
edness property. A data structure called the BranchID
Set (i.e., a list) is maintained for each occurrence of
a branch node in the profile sequence to keep track of
the preorder number of the node in the document that
matches the sequence node.

During the subsequence matching phase, when the
profile sequence node say q is a branch node, then
doBranch(q) stores the preorder number of the node in
the document with label qLabel (that matches q) in the
BranchID set for q. In a Prüfer sequence, the number of
times a given node appears in it depends on the num-
ber of its child nodes [17]. Thus a profile sequence has
two types of branch nodes for any given branch node
in a twig pattern. For example, in Figure 7(b), the

1Other numbering schemes like postorder can also be used.
However preorder numbering seems to be a natural choice since
the tags in the document are parsed in document traversal order.

profile sequence nodes of Q1 i.e., Q1,5 and Q1,7 corre-
spond to the branch node E in the twig pattern. Q1,5

does not correspond to the last occurrence of E. We re-
fer to such nodes as internal branch nodes. Note that
the internal branch nodes in a profile sequence do not
have any relationship with the next node in its profile
sequence. Hence no stack checks are necessary and the
filtering algorithm can proceed to test the next node for
subsequence matching. However the last occurrence
of the branch node has either a parent-child or ancestor-
descendant relationship with its next node. For example,
node Q1,7 in Figure 7(b) has an ancestor-descendant re-
lationship with Q1,8. We refer to such nodes in a profile
sequence as final branch nodes. For a final branch node,
in addition to storing the preorder number of the docu-
ment node in its BranchID set, the stack test is required.
Only on successful stack test, the filtering algorithm ex-
amines the next node for subsequence matching. Note
that the recursion in doRecursiveStackTest(·) termi-
nates when an internal branch node is processed.

In Figure 7(b), two BranchID sets are maintained for
Q1,3 and Q1,8 corresponding to node A. Similarly, two
BranchID sets are maintained for Q1,5 and Q1,7 corre-
sponding to node E.

4.3.3 Root Node Processing

In this section, we present the Refinement by Branch
Node Verification phase to determine twig patterns that
appear in the incoming document. The subsequence
matching phase computes a superset of twig patterns
that are candidates. False matches are eliminated by
verifying the connectedness property at the branch nodes
in the twig patterns from this candidate set.

For each candidate profile sequence, its BranchID Sets
that are constructed during the subsequence matching
phase are examined. Algorithm 5 shows the steps in-
volved. The procedure BranchNodeVerification(·) is
invoked from Algorithms 2 and 4 when the root node of
a profile sequence is processed. For each branch node l in
the candidate twig pattern, the algorithm computes the
intersection of the BranchID sets for each occurrence of
the branch node in its profile sequence (Lines 3 through
6). A non-empty result set implies that this branch node
l in the twig patterns matches a branch node in the input
document since there exists at least one matching sub-
sequence where all matching occurrences of this branch
node in the profile sequence represent one and the same
node in the document. If every branch node in the twig
pattern matches at least one branch node in the docu-
ment, then it is reported as a match (Line 7).

For example, consider the twig pattern Q1 in Fig-
ure 7(b). The intersection of the BranchID sets for node
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Algorithm 5: Branch Node Verification

Input: {qQid }: qQid is a profile sequence identifier;
Output: Report a match;

procedure BranchNodeVerification (qQid)
1: test← true;
2: LB ← list of labels of the branch nodes in the twig

pattern with id Qid;
3: foreach l in LB do
4: n ← number of BranchID sets for l in the profile

sequence;
5: let Bl1, Bl2, ..., Bln denote the n BranchID sets for l
6: if

Tn

i=0
Bli = ∅ then test← false;

end
7: if test = true then report qQid as a match;

A is {1}. Similarly, the intersection of the BranchID sets
for node E is {7}. As a result, Algorithm 5 reports Q1

as a match, since Q has a true match in T.

4.4 Wildcard Processing

If the wildcard ‘*’ appears in a non-branch node in the
twig pattern, it is refered to as a regular wildcard node.
If a branch node has a wildcard in the twig pattern, then
it is refered to as a branch wildcard node.

In the case of a regular wildcard node in a twig pat-
tern, the sequence nodes for the wildcards are not gen-
erated in the profile sequence. Instead, the wildcard in-
formation is added to a sequence node which is the next
label of a wildcard in the LPS. Thus in our filtering algo-
rithm, when we process a node which contains wildcard
information during a stack test, its wildcard information
is also checked.

In the case of a branch wildcard node, we generate
sequence nodes for the wildcard. When the filtering al-
gorithm processes a branch wildcard node, we store pre-
order numbers of all the matched tags that passed the
stack test. Finally the intersection of the BranchID sets
is computed as before.
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Example 7 Consider the example in Figure 8. The twig
pattern Qi in Figure 8(a) has two regular branch wild-
card nodes. The 2nd node and the 3rd node in the profile
sequence have extra wildcard information. When we pro-
cess the 1st node and 2nd node, the wildcard information
will be checked. If there are some labels between label
D and label A in the runtime stack, the stack check will
succeed. Then, the next node (3rd node) of the branch
node is copied to the Sequence Index. When the 3rd

node is processed, we check whether there are some nodes
above label E in the stack or not based on the ancestor-
descendant relationship of the wildcard node.

A twig pattern Qj in Figure 8(b) shows two branch
wildcard nodes in its profile sequence, which are the 2nd

and the 4th nodes respectively. Assume there are four
elements B, D, E and A (top to bottom) in a global

stack when we process the 1st node and the 2nd node.
During the stack test, all the elements below the label B
are eligible to be a match for a branch wildcard node be-
cause of the ancestor-descendant relationship. Thus the
BranchID set stores the preorder numbers of all these
candidate tags. Again assume that there are three ele-
ments C, E and A (top to bottom) in the stack when we
process the 3rd node and the 4th node. In this case, only
the preorder number of E is stored because of the parent-
child relationship. The branch node verification phase
computes the intersection of the BranchID sets for the
two wildcard nodes.

5 Experiments

In our experiments we compared the FiST with the YFil-
ter system [19]. FiST was implemented in C++ using
Xerces XML Parser version 2.5.0 [2]. The YFilter pack-
age was implemented in Java and was obtained from the
University of California at Berkeley. We measured the
performance of YFilter and FiST for a variety of XML
document sizes and user profiles (twig patterns). For
the FiST, we observed a strong correlation between the
number of matching twig patterns and the total filtering
time. The filtering time of FiST decreased as the the
number of matching user profiles was reduced. On the
other hand, the filtering time for YFilter grew quickly
as the size of the twig patterns increased. The results
from our experiments show that FiST scales better than
YFilter with an increasing number of twig patterns and
documents of growing size due to holistic processing of
twig patterns.

5.1 Experimental Setup

We ran all our experiments on a 2.4 GHz Pentium IV
machine with 512 MB memory running Linux. Our code
was compiled using GNU g++ compiler version 3.3.2.
The YFilter code was run using Eclipse 3.0.1 with Java
virtual machine version 1.4.2.

5.2 Datasets and Twig Patterns

We used synthetic Treebank data for our experiments.
These data were generated by an XML Generator from
IBM [9]. We generated 1000 documents of different sizes
with a maximum document depth of 36 using the Tree-
bank DTD. The Treebank data had deep recursion of
elements. The generated documents were categorized
into four datasets based on the document sizes in bytes.
The four datasets had sizes in the range [1KB, 10KB),
[10KB, 20KB), [20KB, 30KB), and [30KB, 123KB).
In subsequent discussions, we will refer to these four
datasets as “1k”, “10k”, “20k”, and “30k” respectively.

We also generated user profile sets of two different
distributions using the XPath generator available in the
YFilter package. In one set, the element names were
chosen from uniform distribution. In the other set, the
element names are chosen from a skewed distribution
with Zipfian skew parameter of z = 0.9. The maximum
depth of a twig pattern was fixed at 10. For each uni-
form and skewed distribution, the number of branches
in the twig patterns were varied from 3 to 7. We var-
ied the number of twig patterns that were indexed by
the filtering system from 50,000 to 150,000 in steps of
25,000.
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5.3 Different Aspects of Scalability and Evalu-
ation Metrics

We have evaluated the FiST system in three different as-
pects of scalability. We compared the scalability of FiST
and YFilter (1) by varying the total number of twig pat-
terns, (2) by varying the number of branches in the twig
patterns and (3) by varying the size of input documents.
Note that FiST supports ordered twig pattern matches
and YFilter supports unordered twig pattern matches. A
simple post-processing step can be added to YFilter to
support ordered matches. For YFilter, we measured the
total time without the post-processing stage.

We compared YFilter and FiST by observing the
trend in the filtering cost in different aspects of scala-
bility. This is because YFilter was implemented in Java
and FiST was implemented in C++. In order to make
fair comparisons between the two systems implemented
in different languages and tested on different execution
environments, we measured the performance of YFilter
and FiST in terms of scaleup as well as wall clock time.
When we measured the wall clock time, the average fil-
tering time per document was computed for each dataset
for a given twig set. Note that the filtering time is the
sum of the document parsing time and the time taken by
the filtering algorithm. The parsing time was very small
compared to the filtering time. For example, the aver-
age parsing time consumed by YFilter for the dataset
30k was just 30 ms.

To measure the scaleup performance, we used the fol-
lowing formula.

scaleup =
tAvg − tAvgbase

tAvgbase

(1)

where tAvg is the filtering time measured for the case
under observation and tAvgbase is the filtering time mea-
sured for the base case. Depending on the type of scal-
ability being measured, the tAvgbase can be the filtering
time for the smallest number of twig patterns, the small-
est number of branches, or the smallest size of input
document. For example, if scalability is evaluated by
varying the number of twig patterns that are indexed,
then tAvgbase is the filtering time measured for a twig
set of 50,000 user profiles. Thus, a positive (or nega-
tive) measurement of scaleup indicates that the filtering
cost increases (or decreases), as the scale of test cases
grows. We observed throughout the experiments that
FiST scales better (i.e., the filtering time grows more
slowly) than YFilter under various situations.

5.4 Performance Analysis

In this section, we analyze the performance of FiST and
YFilter in terms of scaleup and wall clock time. Due
to the space limitations, we present the scalability trend
only for a few representative cases of document sizes,
twig set sizes and the number of branches.

5.4.1 Varying Number of Twig Patterns

Figure 9 summarizes the wall clock time for FiST and
YFilter for uniform and skewed twig sets with 6 or 7
branches per a twig. The number of twig patterns in-
dexed by FiST and YFilter was varied from 50,000 to

150,000 in steps of 25,000. The results for dataset 1k
are omitted since their trend was similar to that of 10k
for both FiST and YFilter.

Let us analyze the results shown in Figure 9(a). The
number of branches in the twig patterns was six. The
filtering time for both YFilter and FiST grew as the
number of twig patterns increased. For datasets 20k
and 30k, FiST was significantly faster than YFilter. For
example, for 150,000 twig patterns, FiST was 34% faster
than YFilter for 20k dataset. Similarly for 150,000 twig
patterns with 7 branches (see Figure 9(b)), FiST was
43% faster than YFilter for 20k. For dataset 10k (and
1k) FiST and YFilter yielded comparable performance.
Similar trend was observed for the skewed twig set and
the results are shown in Figures 9(c) and (d). The above
results demonstrate that FiST scales better than YFilter
as the size of the input documents increases.

Another observation that can be made from Figure 9
is that the filtering time increased for both FiST and
YFilter as the document sizes were increased. This is
consistent with the expected trend. See Section 5.4.3 for
more about the scalability with respect to the document
sizes.

5.4.2 Varying Number of Branches in Twig Pat-
terns

In this section, we compare the scalability of FiST and
YFilter with respect to the varying number of branches
in the twig patterns. The results are shown in Figure 10.
Figures 10(a) and (b) show the scaleup for dataset 20k
using the uniform twig set for YFilter and FiST, respec-
tively. The filtering cost of YFilter increased as the the
number of branches in the twig patterns increased from
3 to 7. This trend was observed for all the twig set sizes
that we used. On the contrary, the filtering time for FiST
decreased with increase in the number of branches. This
is shown by the negative scaleup in Figure 10(b). The
reason why the filtering time for FiST decreased with
increase in the number of branches was due to the re-
duction in the number of matching twig patterns. This
downward trend was consistent across all twig set sizes.
For example, the dataset 30k had an average of 185.3,
16.9, 3.9, 2.4, and 1.9 matching twigs per document for
the twig sets with 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 branches respectively.
On the other hand, YFilter’s performance degraded with
increase in the number of branches despite the decrease
in the number of matching twigs. Similar performance
trend was observed in other cases shown in Figures 10(c)
through (h). These results demonstrate that the holistic
matching of twig patterns by FiST yields better scala-
bility than YFilter.

Figures 11(a) and (b) show the wall clock time for
FiST and YFilter for datasets 20k and 30k. FiST con-
sistently outperformed YFilter for twig sets with 4, 5,
6, and 7 branches. As described above, we observed an
increasing trend in the filtering cost for YFilter and a
decreasing trend in the filtering cost for FiST. We also
observed that the filtering time increased as the docu-
ment sizes increased.

5.4.3 Varying XML Document Sizes

In this section, we analyze the performance of FiST and
YFilter by comparing their scaleup factor, as the size of
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Figure 9: Varying Number of Twig Patterns (User Profiles)
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Figure 10: Varying Number of Branches
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Figure 11: Filtering Time
the documents increases.

The results are summarized in Figure 12. For each
of the plots, results for twig sets with 4 and 6 branches
were omitted since they showed trend similar to twig sets
with 3, 5, and 7 branches for both YFilter and FiST. Fig-
ure 12(a) shows scaleup for YFilter and FiST for a uni-
form twig set of 125,000 twig patterns. Along the x-axis,
we show the increase in the document sizes by using the
datasets 1k, 10k, 20k and 30k. The scaleup of YFilter
grew quicker than that of FiST indicating that YFilter’s
filtering cost increased much faster than FiST. Note that
the lower set of lines correspond to FiST. We observed
that the gap in the scaleup between YFilter and FiST
was widened, as the size of the documents increased.
Similar trend was observed in other scenarios shown in
Figures 12(b) through (d). These results demonstrate
that FiST scales better than YFilter, as the document
sizes increase.

From the graphs shown in Figures 12(a) through (d),
it can be seen that the performance trend for FiST al-
most overlap each other for twig sets with 3, 5 and 7
branches indicating that the trend is similar despite the
increase in the number of branches. This is consistent

with the performance trend shown in Figure 10 for vary-
ing the number of branches.

6 Related Work
The popularity of extensible markup language XML as
a standard for information exchange has triggered sev-
eral research efforts to build scalable XML filtering sys-
tems. Most of the previous approaches have been based
on constructing automaton representations for the user
profiles.

XFilter [1] was one the early work in XML filtering.
XFilter handles simple XPath expressions by transform-
ing each expression them into a single finite state ma-
chine. YFilter [19] is a continual work of XFilter and
uses a non-deterministic finite automata (NFA) based
approach for shared processing of XPath expressions.
A trie-based data structure, called XTrie [8], was pro-
posed to support filtering of complex twigs. YFilter and
XTrie decompose twig patterns into linear paths and
match them individually. Twig patterns are matched
by post-processing linear path matches. Our system
FiST, supports holistic matching of twig patterns by
transforming twig patterns and incoming documents into
Prüfer sequences with inherent support for ordered pat-
tern matching. Note that both FiST and YFilter use
a runtime stack. FiST uses the stack to store the tags
along the path from the current tag being processed to
the root of the document. The size of the stack is bound
by the depth of the document. On the other hand, YFil-
ter uses the stack to track the active and previously pro-
cessed states during the execution of the NFA. Note that
many states in the NFA can be active simultaneously.

There has been work on filtering using automata with
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Figure 12: Varying XML Document Sizes

buffers. XSM [5] adopted a transducer based approach
and used a subset of XQuery as a query language. To
handle a subset of XQuery properly, the authors intro-
duced the use of internal buffers. XPush [3] proposed the
use of a modified deterministic pushdown automaton to
simulate the execution of XPath filters and can handle
predicates. XSQ [10] system handles multiple predicates,
closures, and aggregations by using a hierarchical net-
work of pushdown transducers augmented with buffers.
Bruno et al. studied index-based and navigation-based
XML multi-query processing [16] and showed both tech-
niques have their own advantages. More recently, Tian et
al. proposed the use of a relational database system for
XML-based publish/subscribe system [11]. The XML
filtering problem is turned into a join query that evalu-
ates both the value predicate part and the tree structure
part of the pattern which are both stored in relational
tables.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a novel XML filter-
ing system called FiST. FiST performs holistic match-
ing of twig patterns with incoming XML documents un-
like the previous systems that rely on matching linear
paths and merging the results of linear path matches.
For this purpose, XML twig patterns (or user profiles)
and XML documents are transformed into Prüfer se-
quences. Our filtering algorithm involves a progressive
subsequence matching phase followed by a refinement
phase to discard false matches. Furthermore, FiST pro-
vides ordered twig pattern matching for applications
that require the nodes in the twig patterns to follow
the document order in XML. Our experimental stud-
ies showed that FiST outperformed the state-of-the-art
YFilter system by yielding better scalability under vari-
ous situations.
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